Abstract: Neural identification and control techniques are well-suited to the problem of controlling robot dynamics. This paper describes the use of CMAC networks for the adaptive dynamic control of an orange-harvesting robot. Among the various neural-network p~,~ligms available, the CMAC model was chosen in this c~c because of its f~t convergence and on-line adaptation capability. The solution of this dynamic control problem with CMAC is an encouraging demonstration of "experience-based', as opposed to model-based, control techniques ,and is a good example of the use of on-line learning in adaptive neural control
INTRODUCTION
The problem of dynamic control of a robot arm consists of generating the appropriate motor commands at the joints so that the cnd-cffcctor follows a desired trajectory as precisely ~ possible, even under extreme speed and payload conditions. The cfllcient solution of the dynamic control problem using conventional control schemes would require a thorough knowledge of the system bchaviour, translated into a very accurate nonlinear mathcmatical model, which is typically very h~d to obtain (Zomaya and Nabhan, 1993) . The effects of friction and inertia, for example, depend on the system state, and the ,addition of payloads to the system may greatly affect the ovcraU dynamic behaviour.
In this context, neural identification ,and control techniques arc very well-suited to the problem of controlling robot dynamics. Firstly, the ability to lcaxn nonlinc~ bchaviours through the presentation of appropriate examples of inputs and outputs helps to overcome the modelling difficulties.
Secondly, the on-line learning capabilities of neural networks make them very efficient in ,~laptive control schemes.
A generM approach to neural adaptive control, proposed in (N~endra and Parthasarathy, 1990) , consists of ,an indirect model-reference ,adaptive scheme with a series-parallel structure. Similarly, scvcrM concepts related to neural adaptive control arc treated in ,and (Cembrano and Wells, 1992) . A number of more refined versions of backpropagation have bccn proposed in the literature for adaptive control and proved in a variety of applications e.g. (Tzirkcl-Hancock ,and Fallsidc, 1992; Hoskins et al., 1992; Sb~b~o-Hofer et al., 1993; Lokc and Ccmbrano, 1994) . In addition, the CMAC neural network (Cerebcllar Model Articulation Controller), originally developed by (Albus, 1975) , has also been used in neural • "u:laptivc control schemes. It h~ the advantage of much f~tcr convergence than backpropagation networks, and excellent model-tracking capabilities (Ananthraman and Garg, 1993) . Other researchers (Miller et aI., 1987; Miller, 1994 ) studied 486 G. Cembrano et al. a CMAC-bascd lc~ning control system for thc dynamic control of robot manipulators with multiple feedback sensors and multiple comma.nd v~iables. In this scheme, a CMAC network is used to adaptively learn an approximate dynamic model of the controlled robot in appropriate regions of the system state space. The CMAC learns the unknown nonlincm" mapping between the scnsor outputs and the system comm~nd variablcs from on-line obscrvations of each during system operation. This paper describes the use of CMAC networks for the adaptive dynamic control of an orange h,'u'vcsting robot. The problem derives from the ESPRIT III project "Robot Control b~ed on Neural Network Systems", which aimed to demonstrafe the advantages of neural nctworks in scvcrM arc~ of robot control. One of the industrial applications in this project was a custom-made prototype dcvcloped by the Italian research institute Consorzio per la Riccrca dcll'Agricoltura dcl Mczzoggiorno (CRAM) for or~'mgc harvesting, which nmst perform very fast movements under strict requirements of positioning accuracy. The use of CMAC for this problem is described in the paper.
The modclling and controller design of the robot ~m were carried out in two phascs. In the first stagc, thc prototype robot was not yet operative • "rod no field data wcrc available for generating a model of the dynamics, so the dcvclopmcnt of the controllcr had to rely on a theoretical model supplied by the manufacturer. In the second stage, whcn mc~urcmcnts could bc taken with the actual robot, a thorough set of experimental arm clongation data w~ provided by the manufacturer, and a new model of the dynamics w~ developed by the authors. A neural-network model w~ prcfcrrcd, since it provided better approximation capabilities than the theoretical model. Thc first stage of the controller design provided somc import,'mt rcsults. It w~ uscful for demonstrating the ability of CMAC to control a very complcx dynamic bchaviour simil,'u" to the robot dynamics. Despite the differences bctwcen the thcorctical model and the rcal bchaviour of the robot, the results of this stage showed that CMAC can cfliciently approximate the implicit relationship between the cnd-cffcctor trajectory and the motor comm,'mds, adapting the neural rcprcscntation on-line. This result had the reasonable implication that CMAC will later bc ablc to lcarn the real robot dynamics, since the neural structure is at all times independent of the robot model that gcncratcd thc training data; it mcrcly emulates an input-output rclationship. Furthermore, at this stagc, the characteristics of the CMAC learning and on-line adaptation processes were studied in dcpth, several control structures were designed and tested, and a preliminary tuning of the CMAC parameters for the problem was performed.
In the second stage, a neural identifier of the robot was used in place of the system model, within the same control scheme as in the first stage. A PID controller was used to provide nominal system control, and thus generate initial training data for the CMAC network. It was shown that the CMAC control scheme can achidve significantly improved control performance over the linear controller alone, by virtue of using" CMAC network learning, to relate the observations of the tracking error to the controls being applied.
The development of the CMAC controller using data generated by the theoretical model are described in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 deals with the application of the CMAC controller in a simulated scheme incorporating the experimentally obtained neural model of the robot arm. The conclusions of the work, and future extensions, are presented in Section 7.
THE CMAC NEURAL NETWORK
The CMAC network, based on the ccrebcllar model of neurolnuscular control, is basically a nonlinear table-look-up technique which maps each N-dimensional input state-sp~e vector to a corresponding output vector of the same or a different dimension. Each input vector activates exactly C overlapping input receptive fields, where C is a v~iable parameter representing the extent of generalization desired within the state space. The potenti,'dly very large virtual state space is mapped to a smaller physical weight table using a fixed random hashing table. Output values are computed simply as the sum of the C weights addressed by a given set of inputs. A supervised training method, resembling the WidrowHoff rule, is used to adjust the CMAC memory values, based on observations of the output error.
In the CMAC network, it is the input weightaddressing scheme which is nonline~, whereas the output is a line~ sum of weights. This charactcristic provides a smooth error surface, thus improving convergence to a global minimum. Figurc 1 shows a single point learned for an arbitrary bidimcnsional function, with a generalization factor of C = 8. The pyramidal shape indicates that the surrounding inputs produce output values which decrease linearly with distance. All sampled (learned) points of a function define an output surface formed by overlapping pyramids (a hypersurface for more than 2 inputs). For higher generalization factors, the pyramid spre,'ds over a wider ,'u'ea, and it becomes narrower for smaller CMAC Neural Networks 487 CMAC generalization. One point learned (xmO.S, y=0.5} "' -!" "" "'"'" " i """ "'" "' ""'.. values. For C = 0, the CMAC memory acts a linear look-up table. Convcrscly, a very large generalization factor would produce a bchaviour rescmbling that of a fcedforward backpropagation network.
In the CMAC network, the learning process and the neuron activations arc local, whereas in a feedforward network (FFN), all the neurons are involved in thc computation of an output. This fact makcs CMAC much f~tcr than FFNs, and capable of adaptation in specific regions of the input-output sp~c, without requiring complete retraining. Howcvcr, CMAC may, in some cases, fail to ~hieve the good generalization properties of FFNs, especially when very small C factors arc used. In gcncral, the C factor must bc chosen as a compromise bctwccn the fast, local activation of a very few neurons with littlc capabilitiy of generalization, and the slower activation of a larger number of neurons with a good generalization bchaviour.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The orange-harvesting robot consists of a large 3-dof hydraulic arm which holds two smaller 3-dof telescopic harvesting arms with a cutting cndeffector for the harvesting opcration. A camera is mounted on each harvesting arm. The larger arm is heavy and slow and was conceived m,'finly for approximating the position of the harvesting arms to the correct hcight on the tree. The harvesting ~ms arc light-weight structures which must pcrform very fast movcmcnts under strict precision requirements, cvcn with high accelerations. The control problem dcMt with in this work concerns the telescopic movement of the light-wcight harvesting arm (a diagram of the arm is shown in Fig. 2 ). 
Theoretical model of the robot arm
This model was a variable-structure, piecewiselinear approximation with four second-order linear transfer functions which represent the dynamic bchaviour of the arm undcr diffcrcnt conditions of elongation and speed. This scheme is derived from the fact that no singlc lincar model could accurately represent the whole range of dynamic system responses, so the system output was obtained from thc most appropriate model in the current rcgion of the state space.
The w~iablc-structurc model introduccs a complex nonlinear switching bchaviour, which is a very difficult problcm for classical control techniques. The modcl takes account of variations in the inertia moments and friction coefficients depending on the clongation ,'rod speed of the arm. The prototype incorporatcs a programmable PID controller which providcs the torque signals to the harvcsting-arm ~tuators in a closed-loop control system. A scheme of the robot model is shown in Fig. 3 . 
CONTROLLER DESIGN

Linear control and reference signal
Since the system would otherwise produce unstable responses, a PID controller is connected in p~allcl with the CMAC controller, thus providing nominal system control in order to generate the initial training data for the CMAC. The controller was designed ~ a cl~sical PID, tuned in order to ensure the best possible response for all of the four linear models, and it produces a good closedloop tracking response for a complex rcfcrcncc trajectory.
The shape of the reference trajectory w~ designed in order to test the controller performance under the worst conditions. The robot's response is good, but shows some lag for step inputs, and instability in regions where the system structure changes rapidly. The graphs in Fig. 4 show the reference trajectory, the dynamics of the structural changes, and their influence on the control and output signals. This highly nonlinc~ bchaviour must bc learned by the CMAC ~laptive controller. Figure 5 shows a detail of the switching bchaviour. The ripple is not due to added noise, but is the effect of dynamic structltral changes, which must be learned for good tracking performance.
CMA C control scheme
The CMAC network is used in a closed-loop control system to ,'~taptivcly learn the inverse dynamics of the robot, thus predicting the actuator torques required to make the robot follow a desired trajectory. These torques arc a function of the current errors in the joint position and velocity, and arc used ~ fccdforward terms in parallel with a fixed-gain PID linear feedback controller. The control signal input to the robot is the sum of the terms from the CMAC module ,and the feedback controller. The control scheme, based on that used by Miller (Miller et al., 1987) , is shown in Fig. 6 . Training is performed on-line in real time, which is possible duc to the localized nature of the CMAC receptive fields and the speed of the CMAC algorithm. At the beginning, the CMAC memory is initialized to zero values. The PID controller therefore provides all of the initial robot control signals, producing the robot movements which generate the initial training data for the CMAC. After each control cycle, the CMAC weights ~e updated, based on the current errors in position and velocity. The error between the actual control signal input to the robot (the sum of the PID and CMAC signals), and the control signal the CMAC produces when given the current errors as inputs, is used in the Widrow-Hoff rule to adapt the weights. Thus, the CMAC is trained on the inverse dynamic response of the robot. As training progresses, the CMAC output signal improves, and the resulting control error decreases, diminishing the control effort required by the PID controller and increasing that of the CMAC. The CMAC therefore progressively takes over control from the PID. As will bc shown later, the CMAC controller eventually provides a better control sign,'fl th,'m the PID, by learning dircctiy from the measurements of applied controls ,'rod the trajectory-tracking performance.
CMAC LEARNING OF THE INVERSE DYNAMICS
Internal mapping
The internal mapping learned by the CMAC memory is very much dcpctndent on the shape of the rcfcrcnce signM and the gencralization f~tor. A representation of thc CMAC output mapping for the first point learned at the beginning of the first training cycle h~ the shape of a cone, whose b~c h~ a width that depends on the magnitudc of the generalization factor (QF), as w~ shown in Fig. 1 . The subsequent points form a chain of overlapping cones which rcprcscnts the inverse dynamics of the robot model ,as a series of ridges and v~cys. Figure 7 illustrates how this rcprescnts the control signal for onc complete tr,'fining cycle, which is related to the evolution of the rcfdrcnce sign~.
It must be pointed out that the initial topography resembles the shapes of the various portions of the reference signal (the initial error follows the setpoint bccausc there is still no robot response for the first time step, ,~nd the PID is designed dominantly proportional). In addition, the error surf~e is divided into a series of parallel ridges. Since structural changes depend on the position ,and velocity, it can bc deduced that the separation between the different ridges in the topography is due to structural ch,'mges. The widths of the peaks and valleys depend on the generalization factor. For higher generalization values, the chain of cones forms a smoother topography, whose ridges and valleys fuse. Lower generalization produces sharper topographies, with more separation between the ridges. This characteristic is relcvant to the variable structure problem. As may be observed in Fig. 7 , the structure-changing behaviour is reflected in thc number of ridges and valleys in the topography. With higher generalization factors, the generalization effect smoothcs out the ridges and valleys, and with lower f~tors they become sharper and more separate, increasing the resolution of the control signal. In other words, pet of the dynamics of the structural changes is lost with ovcrgencr~ization.
Thc effect on the memory topography of incre~-ing the generalization factor is observed in Fig. 8 . The robot output begins to diverge from the reference trajectory ~ the generalization factor is incrc~cd. The lcarning time also incrc~es, duc to the l~gcr numbcr of memory values which must bc updated at each cycle. This is an undcsirablc effect for the rcal-timc application. Thc value of the gcncralization parameter must thcrcforc bc chosen carefully. 
On-line adaptation
During the initial training cycles, the CMAC controller learns little more than the behaviour of the PID. In the CMAC memory topography, no further enl~gement is observed in the peaks and valleys. Any deviation of the command that is not represented in the CMAC memory is balanced by the PID controller. Likewise, the inverse dynamic behaviour of the robot, that the PID could not adequately respond to, is learned and represented in the CMAC memory, thus supplementing the control signal.
As the number of on-line training cycles incre~es, the CMAC controller output contributes more and more to the over,'fll control signal input to the robot, and thc crror surfacc changes accordingly.
The process continues until a point of equilibrium 
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is reached, where both controllers contribute to the control signal. After this point, the CMAC controller's influence on the robot response is at least as strong as that of the PID, and it begins to learn the responses that result from applying its own control signal. The CMAC's bchaviour becomes adaptive, directed by the fccdback error signal, ~'md improvement in the robot's response begins to bc observed. Figure 9 shows the results of CMAC control Mtcr 14 learning cycles. Despite abrupt changes in position imposed by the reference trajectory, the CMAC control scheme is able to track it very closely, cvcn for the faster, almost instantaneous movements. The only significant deviations from the sctpoint occur at the tops of the step portions of the trajectory, where many structural changes occur during a very short interval. Although this response was observed for both CMAC control and PID control, this problem is highly unlikely to arise with the rcM robot, since any structurM v~iations it may display will occur in a more continuous manncr. Even after the CMAC training has stabilized for this trajectory, some differences in performance may bc observed from one cycle to the next. Duc to the fact that the PID controller was optimally designed for the theoretical robot modcl, the PID control results are very good and the tracking inlprovcmcnt with the CMAC controller only slightly appreciable. However, it would bc impossible to obtain such results in real conditions with the PID controUcr Monc, where important deviations from the model would appear. In this case, the thcorcticaUy designed PID would not perform satisfactorily, ,and no explicit representation of the robot would bc available, with which to redesign it. It is in those conditions that the ability of CMAC to learn from the experimental data of tracking error and applied control is cspcdally useful, since it will learn to produce a better control signal th,'m that of the modcl-depcndcnt PID controller.
RESULTS OF CMAC CONTROL ON THE EXPERIMENTAL ARM MODEL
With a comprehensive set of measurements of the control, position and velocity signals in elongation and retraction movements provided by the manufacturer, a'bcttcr simulator of the robot dynamics was developed. Duc to the highly nonlinc~ nature of this system, a neural network model was preferred to the picccwisc linc~ approximation used beforehand. The identification process was carried out according to the methods described in (Ccmbrano and Wells, 1992) and the best results were obtained with a 3-layer fecdforw~d neural network with 5 inputs, 1 output and 8 hidden nodes. The inputs arc the current state of the system (position and velocity) and the current control ~tion, as well as delayed observations of these signals. The output is the next position of the system. Figure 10 shows an example of the identification results with this neural network for an arbitr~y elongation movement of the arm. The plot represents the elongation of the cndcffcctor vs. time, with the identifier and with the real system. A more detailed description of the identification process and its results on scvcrM robot movements may bc found in (Ccmbrano and Wells, 1995) Real Thc neural identifier was incorporated in the CMAC control schemc in placc of the line~ model. In these conditions, the'PID controller was not optimal for the process, and any improvements on the PID p~amctcrs had to bc performed on a trial-,~md-error basis. Figure 11 shows the control performance with the PID alone for an clongation movcment. The plot represents elongation vs. timc for the observed and rcfcrcncc trajectories. Thc CMAC controller was trained with the new robot model, as describcd in Section 6. After the 5th lc,~ning cycle, the CMAC controller had learned on-line to control the system, so that the combincd control produced a significantly better tracking performance than the PID alone, as shown in Fig. 12 . 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The work dcscribcd in this papcr was carricd out as part of a rcscarch project aimcd at dcmonstrating the use of ncurai nctworks in several aspccts of robot control. Thc control of robot dynamics undcr strict rcquircmcnts of trajcctory tracking of partially unknown or timc-varying nonlincar systems has traditionally bcen a difficult problcm in robotics. Thcrcforc, this was considcrcd a chalIcging problem for the usc of ncurM networks.
Among thc various ncural-nctwork paradigms availablc, the CMAC model was chosen for this dynami~ control application bccausc of its fast convcrgencc and on-linc ,'~iaptivity. Thc learning capabilitics of the CMAC network for a variablcstructurc systcm have bccn analyzcd and thc rcsuits for an ~bitr~y tracking problem havc bccn given. The results show that thc CMAC control schcmc used hcre can cfficicntly Icarn to control a complex nonlincax systcm and providc improvcd pcrformancc over that achicvcd with a PID optimally designed for this systcm.
Thc solution of this dynamic control problem with CMAC is an encouraging dcmonstration of "experience-based', as opposed to modcl-bascd, control tcchniqucs, and constitutes a good examplc of thc use of on-linc Ic~ning in ~iaptivc neural control. Ongoing work in this rcscarch arca is aimed at thoroughly vaii&uting t hc arm control schcmc for subscqucnt hardw~c implcmcntation.
